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Abstract

Previous studies on racism in the field of critical social psychology have focused on

perpetrator talk and text, perpetrator personality and cognition, and in-group psychology.

and responses to racism and race theory is rare.

The current study redresses a little of this imbalance by exploring the accounts of

indigenous

and a local marae (Takapuwahia) before beginning the project. Interviews were conducted

with 24 participants aged 30-

.

Had they had experiences of racism, and if so, could they describe them? Why did they

think the racism occurred? Was there a solution?  The epistemology chosen to underpin the

analyses was social constructionism, which allowed the inclusion of political and social

contexts and power issues, and also acknowledged the power of language to not merely

reflect reality, but actively construct it. A data driven inductive approach was employed to

matic analysis (Braun &

Clarke, 2006) informed by social constructionism, was used in the first paper Resisting

racism, to outline three themes: difficulties in expressing resistance due to power imbalance

or stereotyping, non-vocalised resistance, and vocalised resistance, which was the most

stressful and successful response. In Accounting for racism, a micro-level analysis of

highlight four main discourses: Ig

Thematic analysis is used again in Reducing racism to define four main themes: Structural

racism with attentio -

Kiwi

and

addresses a gap in current research which is focussed almost exclusively on perpetrator

theory. In addition, this study holds significance for psychologists, educationalists,
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how to best reduce it in Aotearoa New Zealand.
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My journey

I grew up unaware of my privilege as a P Kiwi

whole was English in orientation was something I took for granted. I remember in

Secondary School years beginning to sense that French might not be much use to me, and

English speaking nation. The years passed, I trained as a teacher, and it seemed to me that

New Zealand was a world wide example of racial harmony and equal opportunity for all.

This was the accepted, taken for granted assessment of the status quo among my

peers. I had a musi

voluntary prison ministry work on inter-denominational church teams, and found myself

meeting regularly

made me question my assumptions about Aotearoa New Zealand.

, told me that

her equally intelligent, healthy children had been treated differently by teachers at school.

rugby, and the child who was of appearance, would be academically inclined. Their

teachers had constructively encouraged them in these directions, without mentioning the

supposed ethnic orientation. This shocked me, not only that it had happened, but that I, an

ex-

including

seats on buses for , and sitting separately in the cinema. Others told me quite bluntly

em, and the fact

baulked at; after all, everyone in prison had a record, and I knew nothing of aversive racism

manifesting in biased sentencing practices. No relevant statistics ever made the papers.
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Seeking bridges, I began to learn te reo

hospitality and friendship, and always felt challenged by accounts of racism, however mild.

I began to wonder if it was possible to look deeper, to understand more about the lived

on what was being said to me. It occurred to me that what they were telling me was not

generally known, and sat outside the parameters of existing studies written by ; that

expect them either. This melded well with the concepts of social constructionism, in which

a researcher might create their own reality, by composing a questionnaire which limited

frames, it

the doctorate had irrevocably begun.

In the course of the research, I found myself challenged. There were many occasions on

-

cultural Aotearoa New Zealand, trying to understand what I was reading. It became clear

to me that my background and goals had created an ontological blindness. Why had I

the hard work involved, but always bringing me back to what they saw to be self evident:

i do, and

experience. It needed explaining, and they were glad I was listening. I realised it was

therefore my honour, and my academic challenge, to analyse and present themes and

participants and their partners.
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Glossary

words in the text are

are in common usage. The translations relate

context of the thesis and the excerpts

aroha love, caring, compassion, empathy

ako

A principle relating to the

building and nurturing of relationships

haka

He aha te mea nui? What is the most important thing in the world?

He tangata, he tangata, he tangata. It is people, people, people.

hongi to press noses in greeting

iwi a people

k nga sweetcorn

karakia prayer

kaiwhakamana respected elder in authority, who empowers

kanohi ki te kanohi face to face

kapahaka culture performing group

karakia prayer

kaumatua old man or woman, a person of status

k

k A principle relating to

Socio-Economic Mediation

Kiwi New Zealand citizen regardless of ethnicity

(coll.)

koha gift

Kohanga Reo language immersion schools for

children aged up to six years
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kunekune fat, short-legged, feral pig

Kura Kaupapa language immersion schools

mana authority, influence, prestige, power

marae ( ) village common

manuhiri visitor

Person of the native Polynesian race, New

Zealander

mokopuna grandchild

Moriori Chatham Islan

m poetry, lament

Prefix or separate word meaning tribal group

paiheretia unity and connectedness

a New Zealander of predominantly European

descent

poroporoaki traditional farewell ceremony

p welcoming ceremony

rangatiratanga evidence of breeding and greatness;

chieftainship

reo, te reo language

tangata human being

tangi  funeral

tauiwi European or New Zealander of non-

tautuutu the principle of reciprocity

Takapuwahia An area between Porirua and Titahi Bay

taonga tuku iho the principle of cultural aspiration

te ao the world, dom

te reo

tikanga rule, method, customs

tino rangatiratanga the principle of self determination

whaka prefix/particle: to cause something to happen
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whakaiti As a principle or value: Humble oneself so

that the message can be heard

to be ashamed, shy, bashful, embarrassed

family, extended family

whakatauki
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